C. The regressive eﬀect of taxing basic energy needs. Clearly, the ETS will never have the eﬀect of
reducing global temperatures by any measurable amount. It will not even reduce New Zealand’s
measured emissions, unless it prices carbon-‐based energy out of the range of a suﬃcient percentage of
the popula?on. Those priced out will inevitably comprise the poorest sec?on, commencing with
beneﬁciaries and super-‐annuitants.
The discussion paper suggests that the cost of proposed ETS changes will be about $1 billion during
2016-‐2020. The Reserve Bank’s 2009 advice of a 2.5 mul?plier presumably s?ll applies, meaning that
New Zealanders will face over $2 billion of self-‐imposed costs during the next four years. This is not
bagatelle. ETS Reviewers are accountable for showing that a comparable or greater level of beneﬁt will
accrue to the poorer sec?ons (eg children in poverty) of the New Zealand community.
D. ProjecAons of Global Energy Prices ought to dominate the assump?ons used in modeling the
eﬀec?veness of the proposals for amending the ETS. Price elas?city of demand will operate very
diﬀerently at motor fuel prices based on crude cos?ng $90/bl rather than $30/bl.
If this Review were to double the price burden imposed by the ETS and oil prices moved to obliterate
that eﬀect, then no behavioral change would be eﬀected. On the other hand, if oil prices moved to
magnify the ETS doubling then the overall economic impact would be much greater than planned. In
either case, the ineptness of the Government’s ?nkering will be apparent.
E. ProjecAons of Global Wood Prices will determine the perceived proﬁtability of the forestry sector
which will in turn govern the level of New Zealand tree-‐plan?ng. As with energy, movements in global
prices can and will annihilate the puny eﬀects of altering ETS se[ngs.
In this ﬁeld, marginal cost eﬀects are likely to be marginal. Poorly targeted policy se[ngs cannot be
jus?ﬁed by sweeping asser?ons that “every liMle helps”.
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